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Short Biography 
 
I have been working as a Product Manager at CrossRef for nearly three years, 
working with a broad range of publishers who constitute CrossRef’s membership, 
but also with librarians, researchers and service providers who interact with us.  
 
I am currently responsible for overseeing the rollout and support of a number of 
CrossRef services; CrossCheck, an originality screening tool, CrossRef’s tools for small 
publishers and the new CrossRef Text and Data Mining Service. My role involves 
setting up and running committees to advise on these services, publicising them at 
conferences and via webinars, reporting to the CrossRef Board on their continued 
development and soliciting feedback from member publishers. The role also involves 
raising awareness and assisting publishers with their interactions with CrossRef in 
general – CrossRef is a small company so being flexible is key!  
 
Before working at CrossRef I was a Publishing Manager at Taylor & Francis (where I 
worked for 6 years, starting as a Publishing Editor). These roles involved overseeing 
the rollout of ScholarOne Manuscripts and Editorial Manager across the full-suite of 
Taylor & Francis Journals, and supporting those journals who adopted these online 
submission systems. The Publishing Manager role involved managing the 
implementation and support team, and also trialing and advising on new editorial 
processes like CrossCheck and the acceptance of other media, like video, into the 
peer review process.  
 
Summary of contributions to EASE 
 
I was introduced to EASE a colleague when I started at CrossRef, who recommended 
attending the 11th EASE General Assembly and Conference in Tallinn. I presented on 
CrossCheck and CrossMark in a parallel session at this conference on Digital Tools on 
Detecting Misconduct. At the EASE/ISMTE Joint Meeting I gave a Plenary on CrossRef 
Developments and Initiatives, and at the 12th EASE Conference in Split I presented 
on CrossRef XML in the pre-conference workshop on the Application of advanced 
information technology to scholarly journal publishing, facilitated by Sun Huh.  
 
 
Proposed contribution over next 3 years 
 
I would propose contributing to EASE in a number of ways. My role at CrossRef 
involves engaging with many different parties within scholarly communications. Both 
through my day-to-day work and conference attendance and presentations I have 
ample opportunity to promote EASE within those different forums.  
 
I am also happy to contribute to the EASE General Assemblies and any future joint 
meetings, as a presenter or otherwise to or help run any associated workshops. I am 
involved in organising the logistics of the CrossRef Annual Meetings which are held in 



November, both in the run-up to the meetings and on the days of the meeting itself 
as there is always a lot to do – speakers to look after, conference packs to give out, 
and inevitable troubleshooting.  
 
As a suggestion (and I don’t know if this has been trialed before), CrossRef runs a 
regular schedule of webinars for CrossRef members which are always well-attended 
and well-received. If EASE were interested, I’d suggest that there is the potential to 
set up a few webinars for EASE members, covering a range of topics and see if 
people are interested in attending these or leading them. I think the EASE Forum 
Listserv is a great resource for people to ask questions and to keep the conversation 
going between EASE meetings, and this could be another way to do that, as there are 
always only so many slots available at the meetings themselves (and lots to talk 
about!)  
 


